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Abstract: The cable-supported grid structure (CSGS) is a hybrid structure combined with rigidity
and flexibility. Its formed state is closely related to the zero-stress state, construction process, and
prestress distribution. The prestress self-equilibrium force-finding method is proposed in this paper
to continuously conduct zero-stress state form-finding, the construction process, and prestress state
force-finding analysis. As the first engineering project adapting CSGS with an internal compression
ring, Shanghai Pudong Football Stadium was taken as the analysis object. The structural finite element
model was established in ANSYS, structural components were divided into prestress and ordinary
components to form a prestress self-equilibrium system, and the equivalent temperature difference
was applied to the prestress components as prestress. The Newton–Raphson method was used for
geometric nonlinear analysis. The analysis results show that the internal forces and displacements of
the formed structure are consistent with the design state, which proves the validity of the method
and provides significant guidance for the actual construction. The method proposed in this paper
can effectively and accurately obtain the zero-stress state configuration, structural response during
construction, and the prestress distribution after forming in a single analysis, without analyzing the
above three separately, which improves the analysis efficiency.

Keywords: cable-supported grid structure; force-finding; zero-stress state form-finding; construction
process analysis; finite element method

1. Introduction

Cable-supported grid structure (CSGS) is an emerging structure that combines rigidity
and flexibility, similar to the suspendome [1,2]. The difference between them is that CSGS
generally has an opening in the center of the structure. It is composed of the upper
rigid grid, providing rigid support and reducing the flexibility [3], and the lower cable-
strut system, which effectively increases the structural span and takes full advantage of
material strength [4]. CSGS can obtain the geometric stiffness and the bearing capacity by
applying the prestress in the cables, which is identical to other flexible structures. There
is a compression ring in the upper rigid grid to supply constraints. The compression
ring in CSGS can be assigned to three categories in accordance with its position: external
compression ring, internal compression ring, and upper grid as a whole as a compression
ring, as shown in Figure 1. Due to its tremendous advantages of light weight, good
aesthetic, large-span high bearing efficiency, and good economy, CSGS has gradually
aroused widespread attention in the engineering field, especially in the applications of the
stadium [5,6]. In comparison, few projects adapt CSGS with an internal compression ring.
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widespread attention in the engineering field, especially in the applications of the stadium 
[5,6]. In comparison, few projects adapt CSGS with an internal compression ring. 

In contrast to rigid structures, the configuration of CSGS changes significantly during 
the construction process. Structural configuration is unstable and dynamic in the con-
struction stage until the design configuration is reached [7]. For CSGS, it is important to 
find equilibrium configuration and feasible prestress distribution [8,9]. Therefore, it is an 
essential issue to find a stable self-equilibrium configuration in the design of various struc-
tures, including cable-net structures [10–12], cable-membrane structures [13–16], tensegri-
ties [17–21], compressive structures [22], suspension bridges [23,24], and even submerged 
floating tunnels [25]. As a consequence, form-finding is a research hotspot and has been 
intensively studied by many scholars. The form-finding methods can be classified into 
two types: physical hanging models and numerical form-finding methods. The physical 
hanging model is used to establish a physical model to determine the structural equilib-
rium state under external loads [26]. Among numerous numerical form-finding methods, 
the force density method, dynamic relaxation method, and nonlinear finite element 
method are preponderant. The force density method, first put forward by Linkwitz and 
Scheck [27,28], defined the ratio of the internal force of components to its corresponding 
length as the force density, linearizing the nonlinear equations, which is concise and ef-
fective. Later researchers also devoted considerable efforts to the force density method 
[10,29,30]. The dynamic relaxation method transforms a nonlinear static problem into a 
pseudodynamic one [22] with fictitious mass and damping to calculate the structural equi-
librium state, which is proposed by Otter [31] and Day [32]. Barnes [33] introduced the 
dynamic relaxation method into the form-finding analysis of cable-net and membrane 
structures. The nonlinear finite element method [34] applies the finite element method 
[35,36] to nonlinear form-finding analysis and solves nonlinear equations by iteration [37]. 
In addition to the three numerical methods mentioned above, the evolutionary and intel-
ligent form-finding method has been developed to seek specific equilibrium configura-
tions, genetic algorithms [38,39], group theory [40], particle swarm optimization algo-
rithms [41,42], and the Monte Carlo method [43]. 

. 

Figure 1. Three categories of CSGS: (a) upper grid as a whole compression ring; (b) external com-
pression ring; (c) internal compression ring. 

The configuration of CSGS can be defined as the following three states: the zero-stress 
state is the state before applying prestress where the structure is lofted; the prestress state, 
also known as the initial state, is the self-equilibrium state under its self-weight and pre-
stress [44]; the load state refers to the state in which external loads are applied to the struc-
ture in the prestress state. The above form-finding methods generally only pay attention 
to the equilibrium configuration in the prestress state. Nevertheless, it is indispensable to 
determine the zero-stress state in practical engineering and the basis and starting point 
for subsequent construction steps, which will profoundly impact on the prestress state 
and the load state. If the prestress state is improperly taken as the starting point of the 
forming process, the formed structure will deviate from the design requirements, i.e., the 
configuration “drift” phenomenon [13]. The “drift” has less influence on small-scale struc-
tures with a low prestress level. However, it cannot be neglected and is inevitable to solve 
this problem for large-scale structures with a high prestress level and high precision 

Figure 1. Three categories of CSGS: (a) upper grid as a whole compression ring; (b) external compres-
sion ring; (c) internal compression ring.

In contrast to rigid structures, the configuration of CSGS changes significantly during
the construction process. Structural configuration is unstable and dynamic in the con-
struction stage until the design configuration is reached [7]. For CSGS, it is important
to find equilibrium configuration and feasible prestress distribution [8,9]. Therefore, it
is an essential issue to find a stable self-equilibrium configuration in the design of vari-
ous structures, including cable-net structures [10–12], cable-membrane structures [13–16],
tensegrities [17–21], compressive structures [22], suspension bridges [23,24], and even sub-
merged floating tunnels [25]. As a consequence, form-finding is a research hotspot and has
been intensively studied by many scholars. The form-finding methods can be classified into
two types: physical hanging models and numerical form-finding methods. The physical
hanging model is used to establish a physical model to determine the structural equilibrium
state under external loads [26]. Among numerous numerical form-finding methods, the
force density method, dynamic relaxation method, and nonlinear finite element method are
preponderant. The force density method, first put forward by Linkwitz and Scheck [27,28],
defined the ratio of the internal force of components to its corresponding length as the
force density, linearizing the nonlinear equations, which is concise and effective. Later
researchers also devoted considerable efforts to the force density method [10,29,30]. The
dynamic relaxation method transforms a nonlinear static problem into a pseudodynamic
one [22] with fictitious mass and damping to calculate the structural equilibrium state,
which is proposed by Otter [31] and Day [32]. Barnes [33] introduced the dynamic relax-
ation method into the form-finding analysis of cable-net and membrane structures. The
nonlinear finite element method [34] applies the finite element method [35,36] to nonlin-
ear form-finding analysis and solves nonlinear equations by iteration [37]. In addition
to the three numerical methods mentioned above, the evolutionary and intelligent form-
finding method has been developed to seek specific equilibrium configurations, genetic
algorithms [38,39], group theory [40], particle swarm optimization algorithms [41,42], and
the Monte Carlo method [43].

The configuration of CSGS can be defined as the following three states: the zero-
stress state is the state before applying prestress where the structure is lofted; the prestress
state, also known as the initial state, is the self-equilibrium state under its self-weight
and prestress [44]; the load state refers to the state in which external loads are applied
to the structure in the prestress state. The above form-finding methods generally only
pay attention to the equilibrium configuration in the prestress state. Nevertheless, it is
indispensable to determine the zero-stress state in practical engineering and the basis
and starting point for subsequent construction steps, which will profoundly impact on
the prestress state and the load state. If the prestress state is improperly taken as the
starting point of the forming process, the formed structure will deviate from the design
requirements, i.e., the configuration “drift” phenomenon [13]. The “drift” has less influence
on small-scale structures with a low prestress level. However, it cannot be neglected and
is inevitable to solve this problem for large-scale structures with a high prestress level
and high precision requirements [45]. Structural components should be processed and
assembled in accordance with the configuration of the zero-stress state.
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In actual projects, the desired structural configuration is determined by architects or
clients in general [21]. Prestress distribution in the desired structural configuration still
needs further discussion in theory. Consequently, form-finding problems turn into force-
finding problems when the shapes are given in advance [40], because “force” interacts with
“form”. Pellegrino and Calladine [46–48] proposed the singular value decomposition (SVD)
technique to obtain the self-stress modes of cable-strut structures. Yuan and Dong [49]
introduce the state of integral feasible prestress to the optimal prestress design. Then,
Yuan [50] proposed a general method, referred to as the double singular value decomposi-
tion (DSVD), to determine the prestress modes of cable domes. Chen and Dong [9] obtain
multioverall self-stress modes from the equilibrium matrix with SVD. Many scholars have
also carried out further research on force-finding [20,39,40,51].

The forming process of CSGS is also called the construction process. The construction
process is the bridge between the zero-stress state and the prestress state [21]. Valid
and rational construction techniques can guarantee the accuracy of prestress distribution
and configuration of the formed structure [52]. The structural state of CSGS during the
construction process, where the structural configuration and internal force are constantly
changing, could be strikingly different from that in the service stage [3]. Hence, it is
considerable to track the structural state during the construction process so as to ensure
structural safety, which sets higher requirements for form-finding and force-finding in
the construction stage. Construction analysis can be divided as follows: direct analysis is
to analyze structural displacement and internal force during the construction process in
conformity to the actual construction sequence [53]; inverse analysis takes the prestress
state as the construction starting point and removes the components step by step to obtain
the structural behavior in the construction stage [54]. Moreover, Luo [55] proposed the
nonlinear dynamic finite element method to solve form-finding problems of the cable-strut
system during the construction process. The ideal control parameters of each construction
step can be determined by analysis to adjust the structural state so that the formed state is
consistent with the design state.

From the above, it can be seen that zero-stress state form-finding, construction analysis,
and prestress state force-finding are a continuous and progressive process. However,
relevant research on these three problems is usually conducted independently. Developing
an integrated approach to figure out these three problems is the incentive of this work.
Therefore, the prestress self-equilibrium force-finding method (PSEFF) considering zero-
stress state form-finding and the construction process is proposed. The procedure of the
method is to establish the structural analysis model, then perform zero-stress form-finding
and construction process analysis in sequence, and update the prestress distribution until
the convergence condition is satisfied. The Newton–Raphson iteration method is used
for geometric nonlinear analysis. The zero-stress state, structural response during the
construction process, and prestress distribution can be obtained through one analysis.
The method is employed for zero-stress state form-finding, construction process analysis,
and prestress state force-finding for Shanghai Pudong Stadium, which adopts the CSGS
with an internal compression ring. The results show that the method is favorable for the
construction scheme and proven to be viable and effective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the analyzed
structure, Shanghai Pudong Stadium, is introduced. In Section 3, the basic theory and
procedure of the method are elaborated. To demonstrate the validity and precision of the
method, analysis of the analyzed structure is conducted in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes
the conclusions of this study.

2. Engineering Background

Pudong Football Stadium is the world’s first engineering application of a large-span
CSGS with an internal compression ring. It is located in Shanghai, China, with a total
construction area of 13,500 m2 and a 33,000 seat capacity. The structural plane is a rounded
rectangle, and there are straight lines on the boundary. The long axis of the stadium is 211 m
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and the short axis is 173 m, as shown in Figure 2. The roof structure is about 11.8 m in height.
There are 46 radial cables in total, of which the diameter of the radial cables at the corner
is 110 mm and 120 mm, and those on the long side and short side are 95 mm and 110 m,
respectively. The hoop cables are arranged in parallel with eight cables with a diameter of
100 mm. As a combination of rigid and flexible structures, CSGS is shaped by tensioning
the lower radial cables so that it has the ability to bear loads itself. The primary constituent
unit of the structure is composed of radial cable, radial girder, internal compression ring, V
column outer branch, and hoop cables, forming the prestress self-balancing triangle area,
as shown in Figure 2e. The specifications of the main steel components are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Component specifications.

Section Type Component Sectional Dimension (mm)

Rectangular tube

Internal compression ring 1500 × 1500 × 50 × 50
Radial girder 650 × 650 × 14 × 22

Ring beam 1400 × 700 × 10 × 48
V column 600 × 350 × 12 × 12

Circular tube Column 400 × 10

3. Prestress Self-Equilibrium Force-Finding Method (PSEFF) Considering Zero-Stress
State Form-Finding and the Construction Process

Zero-stress state form-finding, construction process analysis, and prestressed state
force-finding form a continuous and complete process, which accord to the actual form-
ing process and are involved in the implementation of the PSEFF method proposed in
this paper.

3.1. Preparatory Work

There are two main preparations before the computational analysis:

1. Classifying structural components into three categories: pretensioned, precompressed,
and ordinary components. Prestress components are not restricted to cables. Con-
sidering the prestress self-balance, the pretensioned and precompressed components
determined should form a prestress flow closed loop, establishing a self-balancing
system. The prestress is not released due to structural deformation, thus provid-
ing effective stiffness for the structure. There is no prestress applied in ordinary
components.

2. Determining the structural components participating in the zero-stress state form-
finding. In general, structural components are not all assembled at one time. They are
assembled step by step according to the construction scheme. Some components are
installed before tensioning and others after tensioning. The structure is in the zero-
stress state before tensioning; hence, those components assembled before tensioning
are involved in the zero-stress state form-finding. The zero-stress state structure
should be statically determined or as close to it as possible.

3.2. Application of Prestress

It is assumed that the components are invariably linearly elastic during the analysis.
Force in the prestressed component k is given by:

Pk = σP
k Ak (1)

where Pk is the force applied in the component k during the iteration process; Ak is the
cross-sectional area of the component k; and σP

k is the axial stress caused by Pk. Further, the
axial stress σP

k can be expressed as:
σP

k = εP
k Ek (2)

where Ek denotes the elastic modulus of the component k; and εP
k is the elastic strain of the

component k caused by Pk. The strain gives rise to a change in the component length, so εP
k

can expressed as:

εP
k =

∆LP
k

L0
k

=
LP

k − L0
k

L0
k

(3)

where L0
k is the unstressed length of the component k; and LP

k is the elongated length
under Pk.
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In addition to the force that can elongate the component, the temperature can likewise
change the component length due to thermal expansion and contraction. The strain is given
in another way:

εT
k =

∆LT
k

L0
k

= −∆Tkαk (4)

where εT
k is the elastic strain of the component k caused by temperature difference ∆Tk; ∆LT

k
is the increment in component k length; and αk denotes the linear expansion coefficient of
the component k.

Accordingly, the equivalent temperature difference is used to assign prestress in the
components, and the relationship between them can be deduced as:

εT
k = εP

k (5)

∆Tk = −
Pk

AkEkαk
(6)

The structural analysis model is established on the basis of the design configuration,
including temporary support components. Tension is applied to pretensioned components,
and pressure is applied to precompressed components.

3.3. Nonlinear Analysis

Zero-stress state form-finding and the subsequent construction process are contin-
uously analyzed, which is a nonlinear process. Element birth and death technology is
applied to simulate the process.

1. Zero-stress state form-finding: Activate the components participating in zero-stress
state form-finding and kill other components. In the zero-stress state, the structural
stress should be released fully, and the stress level is low. The zero-stress state is
regarded as the initial state for subsequent construction analysis.

2. Construction process analysis: Adapt direct analysis. According to the construction
steps divided in advance, gradually activate the assembled new components in each
step until the structure achieves the design configuration. Ordinary components can
be activated directly. The prestress in pretensioned and precompressed components is
closely related to the unstressed length of the components. To obtain accurate results,
it is necessary to ensure that the unstressed lengths of prestress components will not
change during calculation. Therefore, the nodal co-ordinates of prestress components
should be constrainedly moved to the design position before being activated.

The nonlinear equations can be written as [56]:

[K]{u} = {P} (7)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix; {u} is the displacement vector; and {P} is total load vector.
The Newton–Raphson method is employed to solve geometrically nonlinear problems. As-
suming that {P}(i−1) is the equilibrium load at the end of (i−1)-th iteration, the unbalanced
load in the i-th iteration {∆P}(i) is given by:

{∆P}(i) = {P} − {P}(i−1) (8)

The incremental displacement {∆u}(i)in the i-th iteration can be calculated by:

[K](i){∆u}(i) = {∆P}(i) (9)

where [K](i) is the stiffness matrix in the i-th iteration.
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The total displacement at the end of i-th iteration {u}(i) can be expressed as:

{u}(i) = {u}(i−1) + {∆u}(i) (10)

The nodal coordinates of equilibrium state in i-th iteration {U} can be deduced as [3]:

{U} = {U}(i) + {u}(i) (11)

where {U}(i) is the nodal co-ordinates of the zero-stress state in the i-th iteration.
The strain–displacement relationship under the equilibrium load {P}(i−1) can be ex-

pressed as:
{ε}(i−1) = [B]{u}(i−1) (12)

where [B] is the strain matrix and contains two parts:

[B] = [B0] + [BL] (13)

where [B0] is the strain matrix giving the linear strains and [BL] is the strain matrix giving
nonlinear strains [57,58].

The incremental equilibrium equation can be written as:∫
{ε}(i−1){σ}(i−1)dV − {u}T

(i−1){P}(i−1) = 0 (14)

The stress–strain relationship can be expressed as:

{σ}(i−1) = [D]{ε}(i−1) (15)

where [D] denotes the stress–strain relationship matrix.
Substituting Equations (12) and (15) into Equation (14) yields

{P}(i−1) =
∫
[B]T [D]{ε}(i−1)dV (16)

3.4. Convergence Criterion

The convergence criterion for the analysis process is given by:

∆σk(i)

σN
k(i)

=
σN

k(i) − σP
k(i−1)

σN
k(i)

< δ (17)

where σN
k(i) is the stress of the component k after i-th iteration; σP

k(i−1) is the prestress
iteration initial value for i-th iteration; and δ denotes the tolerance to judge the force-finding
results (δ = 0.005 in this study)

σP
k(i) = σN

k(i) (18)

where σP
k(i) is the prestress iteration initial value for (i+1)-th iteration. The nonlinear analysis

process is repeated until it converges.
The flow of the PSEFF method is summarized in Figure 3. It should be noted that zero-

stress state form-finding, construction analysis, and force-finding are included in one cycle
rather than three independent steps. Additionally, the method dispenses with updating the
model configuration during calculation. Zero-stress state configuration, structural states
during construction, and prestress distribution can be obtained simultaneously.
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4. Practical Application
4.1. FEM Model
4.1.1. Element Type

The structural model is built in general finite element software ANSYS (version 2019
R1), taking Shanghai Pudong Football Stadium as the analysis object. The PSEFF method
described explicitly in Section 3 is written by the ANSYS parametric design language
(APDL). Activating or killing the components simulates the construction process. On
account of the high prestress level in cables, the self-weight of cables can be negligible.
Hence, the LINK180 element is a two-node straight rod element with no bending moment
at the end, which is adopted to simulate the cables. In addition, it is also used for steel
tie rods, buckling–restrained braces (BRB), and columns. The BEAM188 element, a 3D
beam element based on the Timoshenko beam theory, is used for radial girders, beam rings,
compression rings, and V columns. Each node of the BEAM188 element has six or seven
degrees of freedom, including translational and rotational degrees of freedom in the x, y,
and z directions and an optional warping degree of freedom. The COMBIN14 element with
a damping spring is set at the bottom of the column to consider the stiffness of the lower
concrete stand. The MASS21 and SURFL54 elements are adopted to simulate cable clamp
and roof membrane, respectively.
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4.1.2. Material Properties

The tensile grade of steel components is Q390C. Radial and hoop cables are full locked
coil ropes with a tensile strength of 1670 MPa. The material properties of steel components
and cables are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Component material properties.

Component Type Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s Elastic
Modulus (MPa)

Linear Expansion
Coefficient (1/◦C)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Radial & Hoop cables 7850 1.60 × 105 1.2 × 10−5 0.3

Steel Components 8635 1 2.06 × 105 1.2 × 10−5 0.3
1 The density of steel components takes into account the mass of the stiffeners and joints.

4.1.3. Connection Joint

The top and bottom ends of the columns are hinge joints, and vertical spring sup-
ports are set at the bottom ends of the columns. The connections between the internal
compression ring, ring beams, and radial girders are rigid joints. Additionally, apart from
the rest of the components, such as cables, V columns, BRBs, and steel tie rods, both ends
are hinged joints.

4.2. Construction Steps and Components Division

The construction process can be regarded as the cumulative installation process of
different types of components, and the reasonable division of construction steps affects the
forming accuracy of the structure. In the actual construction, jig frames are set to install the
internal compression ring. Jig frames can be compressed or tensioned, which invariably
limits the elevation of the internal compression ring to the design position to control the
structural configuration during the construction process. There are eight closure segments
in the upper rigid grid, as shown in Figure 4, to ensure that the pressure in the radial
girders can be effectively transmitted to the internal compression ring, and to avoid the
whole rigid grid from being under pressure. The internal compression ring divides the
upper radial grid into inner and outer parts. The pivotal construction steps are divided as
follows and shown in Figure 5.
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Step 1: Install jig frames, columns, internal compression ring, outer radial girders, and
outer ring beams (excluding eight closure segments);

Step 2: Assemble V columns’ outer branches, hoop cables, cable clamps, and radial
cables; tension the radial cables to apply prestress to the structure;

Step 3: Install BRB, ring beams of closure segments, and outer roof bracing;
Step 4: Install V columns’ inner branches and inner radial girders;
Step 5: Install inner ring beams and inner roof bracing;
Step 6: Install membrane roof and catwalk, and dismantle jig frames.
Zero-stress state form-finding components: columns, ring transfer beam, internal

compression ring, and outer radial girders.
Force-finding components: radial cables, radial girders, internal compression ring,

hoop cables, and V columns’ outer and inner branches.

4.3. Zero-Stress State Form-Finding Results

The most important characteristic of the structure in the zero-stress state is that the
structural stress is zero or close to zero. Figure 6 shows that in the zero-stress state obtained
by the PSEFF method, the maximum stress of the form-finding structure is 6.1 MPa, and
that of the internal compression ring is 1.0 MPa. The stress level of the structure is extremely
low, indicating that the prestress in zero-stress state form-finding components has been
fully released. The release of the prestress is accompanied by the outward expansion of
the structure.

Table 3 lists the structural displacements in the zero-stress state, which is relative to
the design configuration. After form-finding analysis, the structure expands outward in
both the long and short axis directions, and the displacement in the long axis is larger
than that in the short axis direction. Due to the restriction of the jig frames, the horizontal
displacements of the internal compression ring in the x and y directions are smaller than
that of the ring transfer beam. The extremely low stress level and horizontal extension of
the structure prove that the correct zero-stress state configuration can be obtained by the
PSEFF method. The components should be assembled in the zero-stress state configuration
as the starting point of the construction process.
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Table 3. The structural displacements in the zero-stress state.

Component

Displacement (mm)

In the Long Axis
Direction ux

In the Short Axis
Direction uy

Vertical
Displacement uz

Internal compression ring 34.6 23.9 3.2

Ring transfer beam 46.5 32.7 −0.1

4.4. Force-Finding Results

In this study, the convergence criterion is δ = 0.005. The PSEFF method has fast
convergence speed. As shown in Figure 7, the maximum error of force-finding declines
rapidly. After six iterations, the maximum error is 0.0049, which meets the convergence
criterion.
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Considering the symmetry of the structure, a quarter of the structure is selected to
illustrate the analysis results, and axis numbers are shown in Figure 2d. The radial cable
force distribution after the structure is completed is shown in Figure 8. All the radial cables
are in tension without slack. Due to the curvature variation of the internal compression
ring, the radial cable force is divided into three levels according to their position: corner
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> short side > long side. The radial cable, with the maximum force value of 5058.5 kN, is
located at axis six of the corner. The prestress distribution is consistent with the design
state, and the maximum cable force deviation is 8%, which shows the effectiveness of the
PSEFF method.
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As can be observed from Figure 9, the V column outer branches at the corner are in
tension, while the others are in compression. Since the radial cable force at the corner is
relatively large, the elevation of the hoop cables at the corner is raised to reduce the tension
in the radial cables, which conduces to the V column outer branches being tensioned.
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The forces of hoop cables are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The force of hoop cables.

Component
Hoop Cable No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Force (kN) 3398.4 3165.7 3493.3 3282.7 3604.9 3403.7 3733.9 3527.6

Figure 10 shows the stress of the upper rigid grid after the structure is completed. It
can be seen that the stress in the radial girders and internal compression ring has a higher
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level but is lower elsewhere. This indicates that the prestress is effectively transmitted to
the internal compression ring through the radial girders rather than the entire upper rigid
grid to balance the prestress, which meets the design requirements.
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4.5. Construction Process Analysis
4.5.1. Internal Force

After the radial cable tensioning is completed until the structure is fully formed, the
radial cable force does not change much, and the radial cable force at the long and short
sides decreases slightly, as shown in Figure 11. Table 5 lists the internal force of the hoop
cables, internal compression ring, and upper rigid grid during the construction process.
The initial axial force of the internal compression ring is merely 9.51 kN, which is close to
0; after the radial cable is tensioned, the internal compression ring is transformed into a
compressed state. Neither the cable force nor the axial force of the internal compression
ring has changed dramatically because of the restriction of the jig frames to the internal
compression ring configuration. The maximum equivalent stress of the upper rigid grid
also increases significantly in Step 2. After the jig frames are dismantled, it increases to
130.5 MPa. The structure is in an elastic state throughout the construction process.
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Table 5. Internal forces during the construction process.

Internal Forces
Construction Step No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Hoop cables average force (kN) 0 3276.3 3276.4 3317.9 3341.5 3451.3

Compression ring axial force (kN) 9.51 −26,100 −26,100 −26,500 −26,600 −27,200

Upper rigid grid stress (MPa) 42.5 112.6 115.1 111.4 110.9 130.5

The jig frames are arranged under the internal compression ring. The force variation
in jig frames is shown in Figure 12. Structural stiffness has not yet been generated until the
prestress is applied. Part of the structural self-weight is borne by the jig frames, which are in
compression. With tensioning of the radial cables completed, jig frames become in tension,
and the tension of the corner jig frames is the smallest among all jig frames. The installation
of the following components reduces the tension, but jig frames will remain in tension
until they are dismantled. Therefore, the vertical cables are set in the jig frames to prevent
the internal compression ring from leaving the jig frames in the actual construction. This
measure can effectively control the structural configuration during the construction process.
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4.5.2. Displacement

In step 1, the structure is in the zero-stress state, with horizontal outward expansion
relative to the design configuration. After the prestress is applied, the structure gradually
shrinks inward, approaching the design configuration. The variation trend of the ring
transfer beam displacement is shown in Figure 13. After the structure develops its own
stiffness, the structural self-weight is borne entirely by the columns, and the vertical
displacement of the column top increases. With the installation of subsequent components,
the vertical displacement further increases to −20.5 mm. The displacements of the internal
compression ring and hoop cables are shown in Figure 14. Given the actual size of the
structure, the vertical and horizontal displacement deviations are within an acceptable
limit, i.e., 1/1000 of the structural span or plane size.
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The above analysis results provided essential guidance for the project’s actual con-
struction, and the structure successfully achieved the expected configuration.

5. Discussion

The previous studies carried out zero-stress state form-finding, construction process
analysis, and force-finding independently. In fact, the three are a continuous process.
The prestress self-equilibrium force-finding (PSEFF) method proposed in this paper takes
into account the zero-stress state form-finding and construction process. Through one
analysis, the zero-stress state configuration, the structural response during the construction
process, and the prestress distribution can be gained simultaneously, which improves the
analysis efficiency. The critical technical measures of this method include the classification
of prestressed components and ordinary components, nonlinear analysis, and the activation
principle of prestressed components. The method has been successfully applied to the
CSGS with an internal compression ring with precise results obtained. In the zero-stress
state configuration obtained by this method, the structural stress is fully released. The
division of construction steps is consistent with the existing scheme, so the structural
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response during the construction process in the analysis results becomes a significant basis
for the actual construction. The prestress distribution and displacements of the formed
structure are in accordance with the designer’s expectations.

It is necessary to note some issues in the application of the method. There are specific
preparations before the analysis. The most crucial thing is to establish a prestress self-
equilibrium system by reasonably dividing pretensioned and precompressed components.
It should be ensured that the unstressed lengths of the prestress components remain
unchanged in the calculation. A rational construction scheme is also a crucial factor
affecting the precision of the analysis.

Furthermore, this method is only validated in the CSGS with an internal compression
ring. Its practicability for other prestress structures such as cable-net structures, cable
domes, etc., remains to be studied.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a prestress self-equilibrium force-finding (PSEFF) method
for CSGS with an internal compression ring considering zero-stress state form-finding and
the construction process, and its validity and accuracy have been verified through an actual
project. Based on the work of the paper, the conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. CSGS with an internal compression ring is a new structure combining rigidity and
flexibility. The compression ring is located inside the structure and not restricted by
the plane shape, which ensures that the internal forces of the compression ring are
mainly axial force and which reduces the bending stress.

2. The equivalent temperature difference is applied to the components as prestress. The
Newton–Raphson method is employed to solve nonlinear problems. The structural
finite element model is built to implement the analysis. To acquire the accurate
structural configuration and prestress distribution, the prestressed components should
form a self-balancing system, and their unstressed length ought to be constant during
the calculation.

3. Compared with the design configuration, the zero-stress state configuration expands
horizontally, and the internal forces are completely released. The internal forces and
displacements are relatively stable in the construction steps after prestressing. The
prestress distribution and displacements of the formed structure are in accordance
with the designer’s expectations. The maximum deviation of radial cable force is 8%,
and the displacement deviations are within 1/1000. The analysis results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the PSEFF method.

4. The PSEFF method proposed in this paper has been successfully applied to the
forming analysis of CSGS with an internal compression ring. Accurate zero-stress
state configuration and feasible prestress actual response during the construction
process can be obtained at one time. The versatility of the method for other cable-strut
structures and the efficiency improvement compared with other methods should be
studied further.
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